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AN INTEGRATED PROGRAM FOR TEACHING WRITING
AND THINKING SKILLS
by
James Ady
March 1992
The nature and development of thought, the connection between
thinking and writing, teaching practices associated with the direct
teaching of thinking and writing skills were researched and studied.
integrated program of writing and thinking skills was compiled.

An

This

program includes techniques for teaching thinking and writing activities
and provides step by step procedures to accomplish the integration of
thinking skills with writing skills targeted at producing contrast and
comparison essays.

A discussion and recommendations regarding the

program are included.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Arguably, one of the great inventions of humankind is writing.
Because of a written language, the transfer of knowledge, ideas, and
feelings, wrought by a people's culture is tremendously facilitated and
extended over time and space.

Since ideas symbolized by written words

can be of a permanent nature, humans have the chance to order them,
observe connections between them, draw conclusions from them, and build
upon them to better understand the universe of which they are a part.
Written language offers humans the tool to exercise the unique human
quality of reasoned thought.

Writing permits humans to express thought

that reflect on the past, that assess the present, and that ponder the
future.

Writing can refine these mental abilities; as such, it is a

remarkable human invention.
But teaching people to write, to think and to use writing skills to
enhance thinking skills and vice versa is a continuing challenge in
American education.

The burden of teaching and learning these skills

has been heavy for both students and teachers; however, many educators
feel that thinking and writing skills are fundamental tools for
learning.

White (1985) wrote, "American society expresses deep concern

about student writing skill because almost everyone agrees that writing
ability relates directly to learning and to thinking" (p.xi).

Yet, ask a group of teachers to define the ability to think and
write or to describe how instruction in either area might proceed and
the diversity of opinions abounds.

Some teachers believe that writing
1

instruction should be independent of thinking instruction; others
believe both skills will be taught indirectly through the act of
learning in content areas; therefore, special attention to direct
instruction in either area isn't necessary.
Educators holding such viewpoints may be unaware of the impact
writing has on thinking; thinking has on writing and the impact direct
instruction in both areas have on producing greater achievement in
subject-matter learning.

Wilkinson {1982} wrote, " . . . writing

confers a special quality on thinking.

Experiments suggest that younger

learners can be helped to think through writing, more than has been
believed" {p . 57).
Referring to the direct teaching of thinking skills Beyer {1987}
wrote, "Such instruction can also improve student achievement in the
academic subjects where this skill instruction is provided.

It should

come as no surprise, for instance, to find that instruction in skills
required to understand a subject produces greater achievement in
subject-matter learning than does instruction in the subject without
attention to these skills" {p. 3).
In light of what research revealed about the connection between
thinking and writing this project attempted to provide educators working
in intermediate grades four through six with a program that reflected
this research.

It represented one way of helping students to think and

to write.
This project focuses on the integration of direct teaching of
selected thinking skills and writing skills which will lead to student
production of contrast and comparison essays.

The program included an

overview of previous research pertaining to the nature of thought,
thinking development, writing and its relation to thinking, and teaching
2

practices associated with thinking and writing instruction.

This is

followed by an overview of how the program was compiled, the program
itself, and a summary.
The program's organization hinges on four focal activities outlined
in a program planner:

(1) warm ups, (2) writing skills, (3) mental

skills, and (4) writing samples.

Program Planner
A year long Program Planner provides the overview of the program's
four focal activities.

It should be thought of as a master guide for

pacing instruction and identifying which mental and writing skills are
taught during each month from September to May.

Each mental skill and

writing skill will be illustrated by a worksheet the instructor may
choose to use in delivering the lessons.

A monthly Program Planner will

outline the four focal activities.

Warm~
Warm Ups are ongoing daily and weekly activities conducted
throughout eight months of one academic year.

Here students develop

skills such as editing, sentence generation, sentence combining, writing
leads, looking for main ideas and details and journal writing.

These

activities prove useful in the various stages of the writing process.

Writing Skills
The Writing Skills segment breaks the writing process into five
stages:

(1) Prewriting, (2) Drafting, (3) Sharing, (4) Editing, and

(5) Evaluation.

Each step is given in-depth attention in different

months and is sequenced from Prewriting to Evaluation.
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This segment

reflects the concept of teaching writing as a process.

In a process

approach to writing the writer concerns himself or herself with a series
of recursive stages which comprise the process.

By intervening in each

stage with explanations, examples, and activities, the student writer is
guided through the process of writing contrast and comparison essays.
Prewriting
Prewriting begins the process.

It is designed to stimulate the

flow of ideas before any structured writing begins.

Any exercise

stimulating the student writer's inner voice to seek written expression
is prewriting.

This program includes activities such as brainstorming,

clustering, free writing, questioning and list making.

Included in

prewriting are concerns for identifying audience and purpose.
Drafting
Drafting, the second step, allows for students' ideas generated in
the first step to take shape by putting words to paper.

The flow of

putting ideas together should not be impeded by concerns over
correctness in punctuation, spelling, grammar or capitalization.
Sharing
Sharing is the next step.

It is easy for writers to develop

incongruities between the purpose and the effect of their writing.
Writers intending to communicate a specific idea may learn through
feedback from peers that their intents were not achieved.

A student

writer's peer has the responsibility of commenting on the piece of
writing in terms of the content or form of what was written.

These

comments serve to help student writers clarify their ideas and purposes.
As students make suggestions about the writing of others, they gain a
deeper understanding of the writing process and mechanical errors in
writing as these items are the focus of their proofreading.
4

Editing
Editing is the stage where the reworking of the composition at both
the lexical and semantic levels occurs.

Student writers scratch out,

add, rephrase or reorder paragraphs so that there is a consistency
between what they wanted to write and what they wrote.
Evaluation
Evaluation is the final stage.

The students and teachers should be

in agreement on the standards and criteria to be used in evaluating
their texts.

This program favors using a simple, holistic scoring guide

for intermediate grade students.

There are three categories:

(1) A Very Good Composition, (2)

A Good Composition, and (3) A Needs

Improvement Composition.

The details for each category are addressed in

greater detail in Chapter Four.

Mental Skills
The purpose of the Mental Skills section is to provide practice in
those areas of critical thinking (classifying, contrast/comparison),
that are necessary to perform the written tasks.

In turn the writing

tasks will reinforce the mental skill eventuating by the end of the
program in a better understanding and performance by students in
critical thinking and writing comparison/contrast essays than before
they started the program.

This section outlines the heuristics involved

in teaching the skill and suggests a practice activity.

5

Writing Samples
Writing samples appear each month.

The samples provide the

opportunity for students to showcase all that they learned during the
month.

Topics have been selected but free choice by students and

teachers is certainly acceptable.

To provide ready made exercises for

the Warm Up sections each month, an instructional support section
accompanies the Program Planner.

By referring to the instructional

support section, the instructor can select exercises on a daily or
weekly basis for warm ups in editing, sentence completion, sentence
generation, writing leads, and identification of main ideas and details
in paragraphs and an evaluation guide.
The program is intended to combine the teaching of thinking skills
with the teaching of writing skills by focusing on a limited number of
skills in each area and repeating them throughout the program to
facilitate mastery of the skills.
Limitations present in this project were (a) no other forms of
writing were addressed, (b) only select mental skills to be taught were
chosen, and (c) no other structural forms for organizing written text
was provided.

6

Definition of Terms

The following terms are defined below for the purpose of this
project.
Mental Skills refer to discrete thinking operations such as
classifying, recall, or analyzing (Beyer, 1988).
Classifying means arranging objects or ideas that share common
characteristics into groups.
Writing Process refers to recursive stages of writing that lead to
a finished written product.
Writing Skills refers to discrete stages in writing process that
are taught then practiced.

Example:

Writing a Thesis Statement.

Warm Ups are activities intended to stimulate student interest in
words and build skills in sentence generation, sentence completion,
writing leads, and editing.
Leads refers to the opening sentences of pieces of expository
writing intended to grab readers' attention.
Critical Thinking means judging the authenticity or worth of a
claim, an assertion or data (Beyer, 1988).
Contrast/Compare is the mental activity of determining how things
are alike and/or different.

Compare means to find a similarity.

Contrast means to find a difference.
Thesis Sentence refers to a sentence that gives render a concise
statement of the central idea in a paragraph.
Rubric is a scoring guide used to evaluate student writing samples.

7

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

The research presented in this chapter is divided into subtopics
pertaining to various aspects of teaching thinking and writing skills.
The subtopics include the following:

The nature of thinking,

development of thought, teaching practices for thinking and writing, and
the connection between thinking and writing.

The Nature of Thinking

Thinking, in its broadest sense, is the search for meaning.

It

consists of either finding meaning assumed to already exist or of making
meaning from something that has no readily identifiable meaning.

Siegel

(1984) wrote, "Thinking is regarded as an active process involving a
number of denotable mental operations" (p. 18).

Thinking is, as Dewey

(1910) noted, "That operation in which present facts suggest other facts
in such a way as to induce belief in the latter upon the ground or
warrant of the former" (p. 8-9).

Thinking, in short, is the mental

process by which individuals make sense out of experience.
Neither a vague process nor a one dimensional activity is thinking.
It is a complex phenomenon consisting of several components.

Any act of

thinking involves one or more cognitive operations, certain kinds of
knowledge, and particular attitudes and dispositions (Beyer, 1988).
The mental activity referred to as thinking involves at least two
operations:

cognitive and metacognitive.

those used to generate or find meaning.

Cognitive operations are
They include a host of complex

strategies such as decision making, problem solving and conceptualizing
8

(Beyer, 1987).

Also involved are the more discrete, less complex

processing skills of sequencing, reasoning, deduction, induction
(Siegel, 1984).
The second type of mental operation is metacognition.

Costa (1984)

wrote, "Metacognition is our ability to know what we know and what we
don't know.

It occurs in the cerebral cortex and is thought by some

neurologists to be uniquely human" (p. 57).

Beyer (1987) noted,

Metacognition consists, in part, of those operations
involved in directing one's efforts to find or make
meaning, especially the major operations of
planning, monitoring, and assessing one's thinking.
Any act of thinking combines operations designed to
produce meaning with those that direct how the
meaning is produced.

(p. 17)

Thinking contains an important knowledge component.

It's defined

first by general heuristics, or rules of thumb, for how to execute a
thinking operation.

Heuristics are rules that are developed from past

experience and usually lead to desired results.

Another dimension of

the knowledge component of thinking is an awareness of knowledge itself.
Beyer (1979) wrote, "Knowing something of the nature of knowledge
includes knowing that what we believe in as knowledge is highly
selective, fragmentary, interpretive, ever-changing and, thus, most
tentative" (p. 22).
Awareness of the subject area is part of the knowledge component of
thinking.

This involves knowing the various reliable sources of data in

a particular subject or discipline, any special rules for handling this
knowledge and any specific concepts used for making sense of the
knowledge (Beyer, 1988).
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To apply these operations and knowledge requires certain
dispositions.

Ennis (1985) noted, "The list of dispositions includes

such things as being open minded, paying attention to the total
situation, seeking reasons, and trying to be well informed" (p. 48).
These three components of thinking--operations, knowledge and
dispositions--work in concert to provide the individual with the tools
to think effectively and reach established goals.
To achieve the goal of cognition, meaning making, the thinking
processes employ both complex general strategies and more specific
subordinate thinking skills of which strategies consist.

A thinking

strategy is an over-all plan to produce a thinking product.

A thinking

skill is a mental operation such as inductive reasoning, recall,
recording or classifying used to execute a thinking strategy.

Such

strategies as decision-making, conceptualizing' and problem solving
provide the thinking structure and the discrete thinking skills flesh
out the structures established by the thinking strategies (Beyer, 1988).

Development of Thought

Research suggests that human thought develops sequentially from the
concrete level to the most abstract levels . Taba (1967) wrote:
Those who have studied the development of thought,
and particularly Piaget and his followers, have
suggested that there is a sequence in the
development of abstract and symbolically mediated
thought.

This sequence proceeds from the early

perceptually bound responses to an increased use of
abstract conceptual schemes and logical operations.
(p. 1)
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The mental structures developed at any stage are prerequisite to
success in the subsequent one and are incorporated into it {Taba, 1964).
Cognitive Development involves such processes as differentiation,
integration, re-integration, and re-differentiation, integration,
re-integration, and pre-differentiation of experience {Siegel, 1986).
Siegel {1986) noted:
Piaget showed that the child is an active
construing, creative creature inherently predisposed
to thinking activities.

The child by nature is able

to assimilate knowledge from experience and to
organize this knowledge through a variety of mental
operations.

The aspects of experience the child

will attend to and the ways he or she will organize
it will be limited, however, by the child's
developmental level.

{p. 19)

Thinking competence evolves through stages and suggests that
certain competencies and skills emerge at each stage.

Piaget's four

stages of cognitive development include sensorimotor, preoperational,
concrete operational' and formal operational.
a continuum of thinking.

Through these stages runs

The stages are in many ways cumulative.

As

adaptation proceeds, each kind of thinking from the previous stage
becomes incorporated and integrated into the stage that follows
{Woolfolk, 1984).
Processes involved in adaptation are assimilation and
accommodation.

Assimilation involves trying to understand something new

by fitting it into what the individual already knows.

Accommodation

occurs when the individual must change existing schemes, or physical and
psychological systems for understanding and interacting with the world,
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to respond to a new situation.

If sensory input cannot be made to fit

into existing schemes, more appropriate structures must be developed.
The individual's thinking adjusts to fit the new situation rather than
adjusting the information fit over thinking (Woolfolk, 1984).

The

actual changes in thinking are prompted by a human preference for a
mental state of equilibrium among the various mental schemes and the
individual's understanding of stimuli from the environment.

If an

individual scheme is applied to an event and it doesn't work, then
disequilibrium exists and the individual becomes uncomfortable.

The two

processes of assimilation and accommodation work to bring about a
preferred state of equilibrium.

This interaction between processes is

the drive that helps thinking change and move ahead.
Other factors influencing thinking involve the individual's social
and emotional status, the environmental context in which thinking occurs
and the individual's cultural milieu.

Siegel (1984) wrote:

How we think, what we think about, and how we carry
out our thoughts are in part dependent on what kinds
of persons we are, our attitudes and feelings about
our competence, and whether we are willing to take
risks, be flexible, and so on.

All of these

characteristics affect the thought process,
facilitating or inhibiting its effectiveness.
Thinking skills depend on these factor.

(p. 19)

The environment in which thinking occurs has three dimensions:
time, arena and subject.

Any thinking act occurs over a period of time,

short or long durations.

Thinking is affected by this duration, or

amount of time devoted to it as much by the data processed and the
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incidents occurring in the environment as thinking occurs.
(Beyer, 1988, p. 51).
The arena in which thinking occurs, also affects an individual's
thought processes.

Thinking occurring during the course of a dialogue

employs the use of knowledge, dispositions, and cognitive operations
that are considerably different than those involved in solitary,
reflective thought.

Engaging in a persuasive argument where the goal is

to convince the listener of the 'best' position requires use of
different cognitive operations, and dispositions than engaging in an
argument whose aim is to uncover the 'truths' of a particular body of
knowledge (Beyer, 1988).
The subject or topic being thought about will impact the individual
thought processes.

The discipline of history with the kinds of causal

questions asked by historians and the relationship identified between
historical events shapes the kinds of thinking operations used.

These

operations may differ in construct from the same cognitive operations
performed with linguistic, mathematic data or in a literary environment.
As the environments change, so too does the manner in which one thinks
(Siegel, 1984).
The cultural setting impacts our thought processes.
across cultural setting and within one culture.

This occurs as

Siegel (1984) noted:

Although it is true that humans, by their very
biological similarity, can employ a wide array of
thinking skills, the use of these skills will vary
as a function of cultural milieu.

For example, in

Western thought, it is common to think in terms of
causal connections, . of discovering relationships
among discrete events, and of placing value on
13

analytic and synthetic activities.

These processes,

however, may necessarily be employed in non-Western
cultures.

Cause-effect, for example, is

conceptualized to some Eastern cultures as it is
among Westerners.

Even the notion of an objective

reality is not accepted by all cultures.

(p. 20)

In sum, thinking consists of certain dispositions, knowledge and
mental structures and the processes of assimilation and accommodation
whose relationships leads to the equilibration of cognitive structures.
Thinking is affected by environmental factors of timing, topic thought
about, the arena in which it occurs, such as persusasive dialogues or
solitary and reflective settings, the emotional and social status of the
individual and their larger cultural milieu.
The knowledge about the nature of thinking, its key components and
its developmental nature take shape in the classroom through a variety
of teaching methods and techniques.

Beyer (1988) wrote, "For students

to develop some degree of proficiency in the skills and strategies--both
cognitive and metacognitive--that constitute thinking, actual
instruction in how to execute these skills and strategies is required"
(p. 220).

The many methods for teaching thinking rests on three broad
categories:

1) methods that provide for the teaching of thinking,

2) those that provide teaching for thinking, and 3) those that involve
teaching about thinking (Brandt, 1984, p.3).
The teaching of thinking involves the systematic, direct
instruction in explicitly detailed attributes of specific skills and
strategies (McTighe, 1984).

In such teaching, the thinking operations

themselves are what is to be learned.
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On the other hand, the teaching

for thinking has a different focus.

Beyer (1988} noted, "Such teaching

usually focuses on the subject matter products of such thinking rather
than on how these products are generated" (p. 220}.
Teaching students to become aware of and monitor their own thinking
processes is the focus of teaching about thinking.

It involves helping

students analyze how experts in various academic disciplines engage in
specific thinking operations (Costa, pp. 20-23}.

Through the use of

questioning techniques, the instructor redirects students' attention on
the thinking processes used to arrive at their solutions to problems or
answers to questions.
Research suggests skill learning and teaching using a directive and
inductive approach to teaching thinking skills.

Doyle (1983} stated,

"In essence, direct instruction means that academic tasks are carefully
structured for students, they are explicitly told how to accomplish
these tasks, and they are systematically guided through a series of
exercises leading to mastery.

Opportunities for directed practice are

frequent, as are assessments to determine how well students are
progressing and whether corrective feedback is needed" (p. 173}.
An inductive teaching strategy provides learning-situations where
students discover for themselves the structure of the subject matter.
Structure is made up of the fundamental ideas, relationships or patterns
of the subject.

This is the essential information.

From an

understanding of basic structure, learners are directed to figure out
the details.

This means specifics are delivered about structure and

learning, then moves to the making of generalizations.
Teachers should nurture intuitive thinking.

Students should be

encouraged to make intuitive guess~s based on incomplete evidence, then
check out these guesses more systematically (Bruner, 1960}.
15

Thinking and Writing Related
Research on writing development revealed the impact writing has on
thinking and thinking has on writing.

Writing, much like thinking, is

an effort to sort out what has been taught, experienced or read, and put
together again into meaningful ideas that fulfill a stated purpose.
James Howard {1963) noted this relationship:
Writing, by contrast [to talking], is a solitary
act.

There is no audience present; one has only a

future audience, if that, and none of the speakers'
props.

Given an assignment or purpose to carry out,

one is obliged in the solitude of his mind to sort
out what he has been taught, what he has read and
discussed, experienced as imagined and having sorted
out, one has be himself to put together, literally
to compose, the sortings ih a context or relationship that fulfills the assignment or accomplishes
the purpose.

It is precisely because the cognitive

activity called learning depends upon the same kind
of sorting and searching, the same putting knowledge
together that teachers of all subjects ought to make
use of writing in their classes.

{p. 9)

The nature of the writing tasks influences different patterns of
thought.

When completing short a~swer study questions, studies revealed

that students focused on very specific ideas in an item-for-item fashion
with no integration of content across questions.

When taking notes,

students focus on larger concepts than when completing short-answer
study questions and integrated ideas across sentence boundaries; yet the
ideas were treated superficially.

The ideas were listed in a linear
16

fashion much the way it appeared in a textbook and failed to reorganize
the ideas in their own ways.

However, when students wrote essays they

reconceptualized the content and focused on the larger issues or topics.
In so doing, students manipulated and reorganized the content.

Of all

three activities, essay writing required students to go beyond the
immediate content and to reshape the content into a new format which
reflects on exercise in more complex thought (Langer, 1987}.
Writing is a form of problem solving because the writer must
produce on organized set of ideas for a paper by selecting and arranging
a manageable number of concepts and relations from a vast body of
knowledge, then fitting these relationships to meet the needs of an
audience (Flower and Hayes, 1981}.

The process of writing calls upon

all levels of thinking and by helping students become better thinkers,
we enable them to become better writers and vice versa (Olson, 1984}.

Teaching Writing

Divergent experiments in writing instruction support the view that
any natural order of writing development in the sense of a fixed set of
steps through which all writers pass does not exist.

However,

experiments do suggest that it is at least meaningful to think of
writing development in terms of discrete stages, each focusing on a
particular aspect of the writing process (Bereiter, 1980}.
composing does not develop in a linear fashion.
process; one often has to go back to go forward.

The act of

It is a recursive
Research reflects

teaching practices that are and are not effective in teaching students
to become effective practitioners of the craft of writing.

The studies

acknowledge the discrete stages of the writing process and suggests
practices that are helpful.

Heys, (1962} wrote, "The quantity of
17

student writing itself doesn't necessarily improve the quality of
student writing" (p. 12}.
This assertion is echoed in the results of a study conducted on
college freshmen at Metropolitan Junior College in Kansas City,
Missouri, where an experimental group wrote three times as many
compositions as did a control group.

The researcher, Mark Christiansen

(1965} wrote, "Frequent practice in writing does not necessarily improve
composition skills unless attention is directed toward other factors in
the writing process.

In other words, improvement in writing involves

more than quantitative considerations" (p. 122}.
On the other hand, writing which includes responses from peers or
teachers produces superior results.

Response to a piece of writing

appears to be what makes quantity of writing effective (Diederich,
1974}.
Praising what students do well improves their writing more than
correction of what they do badly and extensive corrections does no more
to improve writing than moderate correction (Heys, 1962}.

Writing

programs that encourage students to read extensively and devote time to
the study of written prose are effective in improving student writing
(Christiansen, 1965}.
Attention paid to pre-writing activities leads to improved student
writing.

Odell (1974} found that college freshmen could improve their

writing as a result of being given help in pre-writing.

Stallard

(1974}, in comparing the writing performance or behavior of fifteen good
writers and fifteen randomly selected writers in Grade 12 commented:
The good writers can be described in the following
way:

They spent more time thinking about the

assignment before beginning; spent more time
18

planning and writing; wrote more slowly, producing
about half as many words per minute as the randomly
chosen writers. (p. 211)
Summarizing several research findings on whether a knowledge of
grammar functions or not in reading, speaking and writing Ingrid Strom
(1960) wrote:
The research findings show already and overwhelmingly that direct methods of instruction,
focusing on writing activities an the structuring of
ideas are more efficient in teaching sentence
structure, usage, punctuation, and other related
factors than are such methods as nomenclature drill,
diagraming, and rote memorization of grammatical
rules.

(p. 14)

In a study designed to register the direct effects of traditional
and transformational English grammar on children's writing skills, its
authors, W. B. Elley, et. al. (1976) concluded:
The present study showed neither advantage nor
disadvantage in language growth relative to the
other groups.

But there is a disquieting suspicion

in the results that none of the groups made
substantial gains in writing skill, with or without
grammar.

(p. 20)

Many studies dating back to 1906 corroborated these findings.
However, this is not to say that grammar doesn't have a place in the
curriculum.

It is helpful when students revise and edit their work, but

grammar should not be taught in isolation from the writing act Muller,
(1967).
19

A technique for combining short sentences into longer, carefully
constructed sentences is called sentence combining.

Several studies of

classes from the elementary school level through the first year in
college have shown that sentence combining exercises, both oral and
written , even when conducted with little or no grammatical terminology,
can be effective in increasing the sentence maturity of students
(O'Hare, 1973).
In this chapter, the review of research provides us with
information regarding the development of thought, development of
writing, key components of .thinking, the nature of thought, the
interdependent nature of thinking and writing, and teaching practices
associated with providing instruction in thinking and writing skills.
Research tells us that thinking is an active process involving a
number of mental operations, that can function separately or in any
combination to meet environmental demands such as problem solving,
conceptualizing or decision making.

This active process called thinking

develops sequentially from a state of globality to differentiated
abstract thought.

The development involves the interplay of the

processes of assimilation, attempting to understand something new by
integrating it into what the individual already knows, and
accommodation, the changing of existing schemes to respond to a new
situation in the environment.

This interplay between these two

processes strives for a preferred mental condition known as equilibrium.
Other factors influencing thinking involve one's social and emotional
states, the environmental context in which thinking occurs, the
individual's cultural milieu, and certain mental dispositions.
The research also reflects the close connection between writing and
thinking.

Both activities are processes that reflect a cognitive view
20

of human learning:

cognitive theorists believe learning is a result of

our attempts to make sense of the world.

We bring to bear our

intentions, goals, emotions, and memories on our environment to
construct and communicate meaning.

Writing is a compatible process

because it calls upon all levels of thinking.

So by helping learners

become better thinkers we help them become better writers.
Research suggests that attention to the specific skills and
strategies in the classroom can improve proficiency in the thinking and
writing performance of students.

Practices that focus on both thinking

and writing as a process, that provide direct instruction and that use
inductive strategies are recommended.
Frequent practice with writing does not necessarily improve
writing; however, attention paid to pre-writing activities leads to
improved student writing.

Praising what students do well improves their

writing more than concentration on error correction and the
encouragement of students to read extensively and devote time to the
study of written prose are more effective in improving students'
writing.

21

CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

In explaining how this thinking/writing skills program was compiled
by the author, the program will be discussed in two sections:
skills and writing skills.

Thinking

This will be followed by a summary

paragraph.

Thinking Skills

As the research indicated, thinking is the search for meaning.
Thinking involves either finding meaning assumed to already exist, or of
creating meaning from something that has no predetermined recognizable
meaning.

Research, too, identified knowledge about the nature of

thinking which consists of certain dispositions, mental structures and
the processes of assimilation and accommodation.

These elements are

intertwined and grow in a developmental process that takes shape in the
classroom through a variety of teaching methods and techniques.

The

author considered it prudent and manageable to give instruction for a
nominal number of thinking skills.
The number of thinking skills were limited to contrast/comparison
and classification as they are fundamental to higher order thinking
skills and strategies.

This limitation was also instituted so that

students might develop a high degree of proficiency in the skill's use.
The methodology chosen to teach these skills was based on research
that highlighted the components of teaching of thinking, teaching for
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thinking, and the teaching about thinking.

The result was the use

mental skills worksheets that endeavor to employ the three elements of
teaching thinking.

Writing Skills
The writing activities position of this program emphasized writing
as a process that calls upon all levels of thinking and reflects what
research suggests about effective teaching practices.

The author felt

it illustrative of the research to develop a program planner for each
month and combination of months that contained five sections, each being
an expression of research findings.
The Warm Up section sought to include teaching practices that have
shown effective results in student-writing efforts.

The Writing Process

section segments the year-long program into portions of the writing
process which are given in depth attention.

Based upon observation from

a teacher's perspective concerning students' difficulties in composing,
the Writing Skills section was created.

Its intent is to give direct

instruction in problematic areas such as identifying and creating thesis
statements, introductions and conclusions.

The Mental Skills section

attempts to link the thinking skill and writing skill so that the
intimate interplay between thinking and writing may take place in
instruction.

The mental skill, too, functions to prepare students with

the thinking skills required to complete the writing assignments.
Each month's program planner culminates in a Writing Sample.

The

topics for each month, excluding the last month as it is reserved for
students' choices and time for students to demonstrate their learned
skills, are provided.

Supplementarr fact sheets are provided to

facilitate the development of background knowledge :
23

~~a~

Through the use of research, observation and personal experience,
the author designed a writing/thinking skills program for upper
elementary grade students that would assist them in cultivating their
thinking abilities.

Additionally, the program would guide them, through

a writing process that would serve them well in their educational
careers.

For teachers, the author wanted to provide a ready-made

program which could be inserted into their curriculum, serving as a
supplement to language arts instruction, or the framework for organizing
instruction in the content areas.
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CHAPTER IV

THE PROJECT

Chapter IV is the project titled "An Integrated Program of Writing
and Thinking Skills."

It is paginated as a separate entity.
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Informat;on and Gu;del;nes for Teachers
Goal

The goal of this writing program is to help teachers help students
write contrast and comparison essays by linking the teaching of discrete
thinking skills with the teaching of writing skills.

The expected

outcome is to move students along the path of becoming self-directed
writers and thinkers.
Aud;ence

Teachers in grades four through six represent the intended
audience.

However, the program could be adapted to meet requirements of

Kindergarten through twelfth grade classrooms.
Organizat;on

The special feature of this writing program's special feature rests
on blending direct teaching of thinking skills with direct teaching of
writing skills that produce contrast and comparison essays.

The program

is spread over one academic year beginning in September and ending in
May.

The overall plan can be seen by reviewing the year long program

planner.

For each month or combination of months there is a program

planner that delineates the skills to be taught and the activities to be
associated with the teaching of those skills.

It is subdivided into

Mental Skills and Writing Skills and Writing Processes.
This program divides the writing process into five recursive steps,
each one featured in different months.

Accompanying these three

features is a Warm Up section that list various activities intended for
use as a motivator to write and as a tool to reinforce student understanding basic sentence structures.

The outcome of using the Warm Ups,

the Mental Skill worksheets, and Writing Skills worksheets is a Writing
Sample.

The writing sample topics have been chosen for each month
1

except April/May.

In these two months students develop their own

topics.
How to Use This Program

The first step in this program aquaints teachers with the program
planner.

The user will see it divided into five sections:

Warm Ups,

Writing Process, Writing Skills, Writing Sample and Mental Skill.
user begins by overviewing the planner for each month.

The

It will be noted

that there are activities which aim to prepare a student to produce a
writing sample.

What follows are the necessary mental and writing skill

worksheets to be used in the preparation for the writing sample.
A detailed time line has not been presented as curriculum and time
constraints vary, but what is presented is a suggested time frame for
the various activities.

For example, the Warm Ups section is a

collection of ongoing activities that span the entire year while only
particular steps in the writing process and particular writing skills
are attended to in various months.
There are only two mental skills practiced in this program and they
are divided among the eight months of the program (refer to skills
matrix).

The intent here is to teach students that writing and thinking

effectively is a process.
The writing process steps are overviewed in September's program
planner; each step will receive in-depth attention in subsequent months.
The expected outcome is to expose students to the writing process by
providing them with practice in the thinking skills required of the
writing task, then providing the opportunity to transfer the thinking
skills to the direct teaching of the writing skills which will lay the
foundation for the production of the writing sample.
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Once the overview is complete, the user may begin to plan lessons.
It is recommended that the activities in the Warm Ups section be started
at least a week before formal instruction in the mental and writing
skills and that students have been introduced to the writing format
requirements and the standard editing marks to be used throughout the
entire program.

Once established, teach the mental skill first, then

the writing skills with the writing sample completing the process.
Suggested lesson plans are offered.

In the mental skills worksheet

they appear under the title, Heuristics.

In the writing worksheets each

step in the writing process is outlined and this should serve as the
lesson plan.

Included is a suggested rubric, necessary art work, and

background information pertinent to the topic for each writing sample
with the exception of April/May as this is the time for students to
develop their own topic for comparison and contrast.
A typical day's schedules ·for both the teaching of the writing and
thinking skills are tabled below.

The schedules are arbitrarily set.

However, t_he sequence is recommended.

Instructors should try to produce

a written product for the mental skill worksheet on the same day
instruction is delivered.

The feeling of completion and immediate

praise builds students self-esteem.

It empowers them with confidence to

continue.

3

Table IV: 1 A Writing, Thinking Skills Matrix
Mental Skills
Contrast and Comparison

-

Pre-writing
Thesis statements
Warm-Ups

-

Drafting

Overview of writing process
Editing
Warm-Ups

- Transitions
- Organization

~

-

Warm-Ups

-

Sharing and editing
Warm-Ups
Introductions
Conclusions

- Evaluation
- Warm-Ups
- Review of skills

Classifying

September
October

November

December/January

February/March

-

Review of fire steps in
process
- Review of writing skills
- Warm-Ups

April/May

Table IV: 2 Typical Day's Schedule for Teaching Mental Skill.
9:15-9:30

9:30-9:45

Warm-Ups

Worksheet:
- Definition of
Ski 11
- Reason to
study skill
- Needed prior
knowledge
- Prin.ciples to
remember

9:45-10:30

10:30-10:45

10:45-11 :00

11: 00-11: 45

Model Activity

Recess

Discussion

Practice
Activity

c.,,

Note: It is recommended that sufficient time is alloted to deliver this lesson in its entirety so that a rhythm
is maintained. A product completed within the day should be produced regardless of its quality. Finishing a task is
a good achievement for some students, and immediate praise is a treat for self-esteem!

Table IV: 3 The Year at a
September

O'I

October

Warm Ups

Warm Ups

-

Oral reading
Editing exercise
Sentence combining
Journal writing
Writing Process

-

• Overview of Writing
Process

• Prewriting

Prewriting
-Drafting
-Sharing
-Editing
-Evaluation
Writing Skills
Editing Test:
~ students edit error
filled piece of text
Writing format
- requirements
introduced
Mental Skill

Oral reading

- Editing exercise
- Sentence combining

- Journal writing
Writing Process

Year-Long Program Planne
December/
November
Warm Ups
Warm Ups

-

Oral reading

-

Oral read·

- Editing e:
- Editing exercise
Sentence
combining
- Sentence ,
Journal
writing
- Journal w1
Writing Process

Writing Proc,

• Drafting

• Sharing
• Editing

Writing Skills

Wr iting Skills

Wr i ting Ski l'

• Thesis Statements

• Transitions

• Introduct
• Conclusio1

Purpose
- Audience
-

- Definition
Exercises
-

Definition
=Examples

• Organization
Mental Skill

Mental Skill

Contrast and Comparison Contrast and Comparison Compare and contrast

Mental Ski 11
Classifying

Writing Sample

Writing Sample

Writing Samp 1e

Owl and Falcon compared
similarities emphasized

Contrasting the
differences in
appearance and
lifestyles of two
brothers

Compare and contrast a Compare and
train with a bus
two sisters.
Differences

Writing Samp

SEPTEMBER
Program Planner

Warm Ups.

Oral Reading:

Daily

Editing Exercise:

Daily

Sentence Combining:

Weekly

Word Play:

Weekly

Journal Writing:

Daily

Leads:

Monthly

Writing Process.

Overview of writing process:

Prewriting, Drafting, Sharing,

Editing, and Evaluation.

Writing Ski 11 s.

1.

Editing Test:

Students edit error-filled piece of text.

2.

Writing format requirements introduced.

Mental Skill.

Contrast and Comparison.

Writing Sample.

Owl and falcon compared.

Similarities emphasized.
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MENTAL SKILL WORKSHEET

Teaching Comparing and Contrasting

Directions to teacher:
Discuss with students each section.
the heuristics.

Model the activity following

Discussion questions and practiced activity should

follow the lesson.

Definition of the Skill.

Comparing and contrasting involves analyzing

two or more ideas or variables to find similarities and differences.

Reason to Study the Skill.

Comparing and contrasting are primary skills

at the foundation of more complex thinking.

At the basic level, they

help a thinker note the physical differences and similarities between
objects; at the abstract level they aid in detecting differences and
similarities between ideas, a key to drawing valid conclusions.

Needed Prior Knowledge.

Students need to know the definition of

"characteristic," "similar," "different," and "compare."

Principles to Remember.

•

Identify characteristics before you compare and contrast.

• Use only characteristics shared by all items, ideas, or people
in a group for comparison.
• Delay assessing major contrasts or similarities until you have
looked at all characteristics.
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Modeling the Activity.

Begin by discussing twins.

similarities and differences between the twins.
identical shoes.

Elicit discussion on

Display two seemingly

Search for the similarities and differences.

Model

the strategy by creating grid for the shoes.

Heuristics.

Step by step strategy for comparing two seemingly identical

tennis shoes.
1.

Ask students to:

State the purpose for comparing and contrasting {to find the
differences in seemingly identical tennis shoes).

2.

List the objects being compared across the top of a sheet of
paper.

Draw vertical lines creating two columns.

Label by

name.
3.

List all characteristics of the tennis shoes on the left hand
side of the paper.

Then draw horizontal lines to create a

grid.
4.

Look at each tennis shoe carefully and fill in the grid.

5.

Overview the grid and look for trends.
more similar or more different.

Are the tennis shoes

Which characteristics best

describe the differences? The similarities?
6.

Draw some conclusions leading students to understanding that
their conclusions could form the basis for construction of a
thesis statement.

Discussion Questions.

• Which features did you choose to compare?
• What was the hardest part?
• Describe how this could improve your writing?
decisions?
9

Your purchasing

Practice Activity.

Students practice this mental skill by writing a

minimum of one paragraph on the differences and similarities between
themselves and one classmate.

)
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WRITING SKILL WORKSHEET
~riting Assignment

Comparing Great Horned Owl and Peregrine Falcon

To the student:
Falcon.

Compare the Great Horned Owl with the Peregrine

Use the fact sheets provided to help in gathering data.

After

gathering and reviewing your data, decide if the comparison will
emphasize the differences or similarities between the birds and have
this decision stated in your thesis statement.

Write at least one

paragraph.

Rubric.
A Very Good Composition:

• Thesis statement clearly shows the emphasis of the comparison.
• Has fewer than three errors in spelling, capitalization and
punctuation.
• Satisfies requirements for heading, margins, and spacing.
• Has three or more items in the comparison.

A Good Composition:

• Thesis statement clearly shows the emphasis of the comparison.
• Has fewer than five errors in spelling, capitalization and
punctuation.
• Satisfies requirements for heading, margins, and spacing.
• Has less than three items in the comparison.
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A Needs Improvement Composition:
• Thesis statement is missing.
• Has frequent errors in capitalization, spelling, and
punctuation.
• Does not satisfy requirements for heading, margin, and
spacing.
•

Includes less than three items in the comparison.

Prewriting.
Step 1

To the teacher:
Peregrine Falcon.
birds.

Establish the topic of Great Horned Owl and

Ask student to recall as much information about both

Cluster students' knowledge as a means to classify attributes of

each bird.

Review fact sheet for both birds and add any new information

to the clusters.

Place information on a grid following the heuristics

identified in the Mental Skill Worksheet for comparing and contrasting.
Step 2

Lead a discussion on any trends they can see on the grid.

Are the

birds more similar or different? Which characteristics best describe
the similarities or differences?
Step 3

Lead students to see that the patterns of attributes observed can
form the basis for a thesis statement that emphasizes either the
differences or similarities.

Elicit a possible thesis statement as a

model and write it on the board or chart paper.
Step 4

Establish purpose and audience for this activity.
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Drafting.
Ask students to write at least two paragraphs, one that includes
the thesis statement, illustrating the differences and similarities
between the birds.

Students should be encouraged to use the grid and

fact sheets to show evidence of similarities and differences.

Sharing.
Students exchange drafts and read them using the rubric as a point
of reference.

Students comment on sentence construction, clarity of

language used, and determine if thesis statement is present.

Students

make their comments and return the drafts.

Editing.
Have students read the comments on their first drafts.

Ask

students to rewrite their drafts with the student comments in mind.
Students exchange papers again.

Evaluation.
Students read second drafts then evaluate them as either {l) A Very
Good Composition, {2) A Good Composition, or {3) A Needs Improvement
Composition based on criteria in the rubric.

Students assign a number

grade 1, 2, or 3, to ihe paper with an explanation for the grade given
then return it to the author.

Teacher makes his/her own evaluation

based on rubric.

)
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TABLE IV: 1 FACT SHEET ON GREAT HORNED OWL

Great Horned Owls, commonly known as "Hoot Owls" because of their
deep, booming calls, are found in most parts of North and South America,
but chiefly in eastern North America.

They settle in isolated areas,

such as deep woods, swamps and mountains.
wingspans of about 60 inches.

The largest specimens have

Average body length is about 22 inches.

Coloring is usually light brown to yellow, with about six heavy,
irregular black lines on the upper part of the breasts.
large, the facial region is flattened.
and sharp.

The head is

The short, hooked beak is strong

The large eyes are in a fixed position directed forward.

To

compensate for limited direction in vision, their necks can rotate 270°.
Their habits are nocturnal.

Activities conducted during the day leave

them susceptible to persecution by other birds as the daylight can leave
them bewildered.
hares.

Their food consists principally of fish, reptiles, and

They also prey on porcupines, dogs, and even the more powerful

Bald Eagles.

When driven by extreme hunger, they have been known to

attack human beings.

The owls are poor nest builders preferring to

occupy holes in hollow trees, old nests of hawks and crows.

Even barns,

deserted houses, ground burrows and caverns are likely spots for an
owl •s nest.

They eat harmful rodents such as mice, rats, and moles.

Poultry and rabbits sometimes face attack from the Great Horned Owl.
The owl sleeps in trees during the day and hunts at night where his
great eyesight can spot unsuspecting prey.
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TABLE IV: 2 FACT SHEET ON PEREGRINE FALCON

The Peregrine Falcon uses stealth and speed to capture its prey.
Frequently, the falcon flies high above the ground to survey the land
for prey.

Once it is located, the falcon will dive at speeds

approaching 200 miles per hour to dominate its prey.
measures up to 20 inches long.

The Peregrine

It has dark blue or bluish grey feathers

above with white to pink underparts marked with blackish brown bars.
Their wings are long and pointed, curving back to a sickle shape.
Feeding chiefly on other birds, Peregrines hunt in the daytime.
Powerful claws either grasp or strike at their prey and the hooked beak,
having saw-like edges and notches, separates feathers from the fleshy
parts of their victim.
Peregrines were once found throughout most of the world but now are
rare in many areas.

Like all falcons, Peregrines do not build nests,

preferring to lay eggs on the ground, on rock ledges, on cliffs, in
abandoned nests, or even in buildings.

They live along cliffs near sea

costs, rivers, lakes, or in the mountains.
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FORMAT REQUIREMENTS

1.

Heading.

Place title on seventh line of ruled notebook paper.

Name and date in upper right-hand corner.
2.

Margins.

Words should be placed within the red margin lines

appearing on some types of notebook paper.

If margin lines are

absent, leave approximately a one-inch margin on both sides of the
paper.
3.

Spacing.

Leave the last line empty.
Skip every other line.

on the second line.
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If starting a second paper, begin

STANDARD EDITING NARKS

...,..J-.A--'

.A
V\

II

means delete
add a missing letter or word
move
paragraph

et,

add an apostrophe

0

add a ·period

1'

add a comma

'v/();

el)
~
.,,--

.....__....

-

add quotation marks
check spelling
space
connect/close up space
capitalization
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TABLE IV:

EDITING EXERCISE

Happie Holloween
We has been out longer than we should.

It was well into night and

the streets were filled with boys and girls and parents and awful
teenagers roaming the streets snatching little Kidds Kandy.
wen down a side streat.
aktion.

We waanted to hit houses that didn't get mush

As we crossed from light of a streat lammp into the darkness,

we stumbled upon it.
back.

Mike and I

we Raised the poor victim.

I dropped down to won nee.

With untedy hands I removed my

flashlight and shied it on the body.
costume.

Blood was everywhere on the clown

I moved the lite up his leggs.

More blood?

We turned him on our

More blood? His stomach.

I could bear the sight of what I saw nixt.

blood dripping from the korners of his mouth.
face with all the make up.

The fact.

More

We couldn't recognize the

We thought he was dead he was so still.

Mike reached down to pull back the brightr colored hoat.
pulled it off, the voice hollered, Boo!
back and cory Roared, "Happie Halloween."
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It was Corey.

Just before he
We both tumbled

19
Please note: Images on pages 19-20 were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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OCTOBER
Program Planner

Warm Ups.

Oral Reading:

Daily

Editing Exercise:

Daily

Sentence Combining:

Weekly

Journal Writing:

Daily

Leads:

Monthly

Word Play:

Weekly

Writing Process.

• Prewr it i ng
-

purpose

-

audience.

Writing Skills.

• Thesis statements
- definition
- exercises.

Writing Sample.

Contrast appearance and lifestyle of two brothers.

Mental Skill.

Contrast and Comparison.
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MENTAL SKILL WORKSHEET
Teach;ng Comparing and Contrasting

o;rections to teacher:

Discuss with students each section.
the heuristics.

Model the activity following

Discussion questions and practice activity should

follow the lesson.

Comparing and contrasting involves analyzing

Def;n;t;on of the Sk;11.

two or more ideas or variables to find similarities and differences.

Reason to Study the Sk;11.

Comparing and contrasting is a primary skill

at the foundation of more complex thinking.

At the basic level, it

helps a thinker note the physical differences and similarities between
objects; at the abstract level it aids in detecting differences and
similarities between ideas, a key to drawing valid conclusions.

Needed Pr;or Knowledge.

Students need to know the definition of

"characteristic," "similar," "different," and "compare."

Principles to Remember.

•

Identify characteristics before you compare and contrast.

• Use only characteristics shared by all items, ideas, or people
in a group for comparison.
• Delay assessing major contrasts or similarities until you have
looked at all characteristics.

)
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Modeling the Activity.
Ponderosa pine tree.

Begin by discussing a red leaf maple tree and a
Elicit discussion on similarities and differences.

Model the strategy by creating a grid for the trees.

Heuristics.

Step by step strategy for comparing the two trees.

Ask

students to:
1.

State the purpose for comparing and contrasting {to find the
differences) the two trees.

2.

List the objects being compared across the top of a sheet of
paper.

Draw vertical lines creating two columns.

Label by

name.

3.

List all characteristics or variables {leaf size or type,
bark, height, branch configuration, and so on) of the trees
down the left-hand side of the paper then draw horizontal
lines to create a grid.

4.

Fill in the grid from student responses.

5.

Overview the grid and look for trends.
similar or more different.

Are the trees more

Which characteristics best

describe the differences? The similarities?
6.

Draw some conclusions leading students to understanding that
their conclusions could form the basis for construction of a
thesis statement.

Discussion Questions.
• Which features did you choose to compare?
•

What was the hardest part?

•

How could this skill improve your writing?
23

Practice Activity.

Students practice this mental skill by converting

the information on the grid into a composition.

The teacher should

model the writing on the blackboard or on an overhead projector.
products orally.

Share

Discuss how the writing reflects the information on

the grid.

)
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THE THESIS STATEMENT
Once a topic has been identified and relevant data collected, the
presentation of the data must be considered.
the presentation is the thesis statement.

An essential feature of

For a composition that

compares or contrasts, the thesis statement can tell the reader what two
things or people are being compared or contrasted and whether the
composition will emphasize the similarities or the differences between
them.

If the thesis statement's focus is on the differences between two

objects, things or people, it should mention the similarities and vice
versa.

This establishes a clear focus on the topic under consideration.

Examples
In the following examples the two requirements for the Thesis
Statement are evident.
1.

Mike and Steve are brothers with the same background and
parents, but they are very different in appearance and
lifestyle.

2.

Many people believe humans have little in common with sea
animals; however, scientist have shown that the dolphin
resembles us in many ways.

Both thesis statements tell the reader what two people are being
compared and what emphasis each composition will have.

The differences

between Mike and Steve are stressed in the first example while the
similarities between humans and dolphins are stressed by the second
example.
)
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Exercises.
To develop skills in writing a thesis statement, it is helpful to
have students read paragraphs with missing thesis statements then have
them supply a thesis statement.
provided below.

Two examples of this exercise are

They could be used as written or viewed as a guideline

for developing your own.
1.

The Dromedary camel and Bactrian camel belong to the same class of
animals.

They are hoofed, four-legged animals.

without water for days.

Both can subsist

Their stomachs have many pouches where water is

stored and released as required.

Since antiquity, both have been

domesticated as beasts of burden.
Despite their similarities, obvious differences exist.

The

dromedary or Arabian camel has one hump, and the Bactrian camel has two
humps.

The Arabian camel stands six feet tall at the shoulders, its

hump rising one foot above the back standing five feet tall at the
shoulders, the Bactrian camel is shorter.

By virtue of its smaller

size, heavier torso, harder and more cloven feet, longer and finer wool,
the Bactrian camel is better suited for the rocky, cooler regions of
Central Asia and Mongolia.

In these regions, the Bactrian carries loads

as great as 1,000 pounds for as far as 30 miles in one day.
Owing to its body structure and its ability to bite off and consume
the thorny plants that grow there, the Arabian camel is singularly
adapted to subsistence in the desert.

Thick, broad sole pads and thick

calluses on the joints of the legs and chest enables the dromedary to
kneel in the heat of the desert sand to rest.

Its acute sense of smell

is valuable for locating water in the desert, unlike the Bactrian, the
26

dromedary camel is used principally as a saddle animal and can travel
more than 100 miles per day.
Though the dromedary and Bactarian camels belong to the same class
of animals and look generally alike, close examination revels many
difference in size, uses, location and physical features.
2.

The Dingo is a wild dog found in Australia.
frequently raiding herds of sheep.

It hunts in packs,

The German shepard dog, on the other

hand, is a domesticated animal found in North America and Europe.

The

German Shepard is used by man to guide blind people and catch criminals.
They serve as loyal companions for pet owners.
However, both dogs share common characteristics.

Both are covered

from head to foot with fur and have heads tapering into a muzzle.

Both

are well coordinated, fleet of foot and have powerful jaws that aid them
in eating meat and cracking bones.

Finally, both dogs mature in about

8 months to 2 years and have an average life span of 10 to 12 years.
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WRITING SKILL WORKSHEET
Writing Assingment
Two Brothers

Directions to teacher:
Modeling a writing assignment can be very helpful for students.

It

clarifies in graphic form what is expected and how the students may
approach the assignment.

So that students can understand the connection

between the thinking skills and writing skills, the teacher may follow
the mental skill heuristic for contrast and comparison and demonstrate
its application to a writing task contrasting the appearances and
lifestyles of two brothers.

What follows is a lesson plan designed to

achieve this writing task.

Writing Assignment for students:
Write at least three paragraphs contrasting the differences in
appearance and lifestyles based on the sketches provided.
paragraph must include your thesis statement.

The first

The second should include

those features about one brother and the third paragraph should include
those features about the second brother.

Be sure the list of features

for both brothers is presented in the same order.
may be helpful.
I.
II.

Thesis Statement paragraph.
Features about first brother.
A.
B.
C.

D.
28

The following outline

III.

Features about second brother.
A.
B.

C.

D.
Rubr;c.
A Very Good Composition:

• Has fewer than three errors in capitalization and punctuation
of sentences.
• All sentences have subjects and predicates.
·• Has at least four items to contrast.
• Shows evidence of a thesis statement.
• Points of contrast are logical.

A Good Composition:

• Has five or more errors in capitalization and punctuation of
sentences.
• One or more sentences are missing either a subject or
predicate.
• Has less than three items of contrast.
• Shows no evidence of a thesis statement.
• A needs Improvement Composition:
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Refer top. 66 for details.

Prewriting
Step 1

Establish the topic of two brothers.

Ask students to recall the

Mental-Skill Worksheet for comparing-contrasting, paying particular
attention to the section on Principles to Remember.
Step 2

Supply students with the sketches of two brothers.

Ask students to

create a grid following the heuristic given in the Mental-Skill
Worksheet.

The information to analyze should be taken from the

sketches.
Step 3

Lead a discussion on any trends they see on the grid.

Are the

brothers more similar or different? Which characteristic(s) best
describe the similarities or differences?
Step 4

Lead students to see that the trends observed can form the basis
for a thesis statement that emphasizes either the differences or
similarities.
Step 5

Establish purpose and audience for this activity.

Drafting.
Ask students to write at least three paragraphs discussing the
similarities and differences they found using the grid.

The outline

mentioned earlier can be used as a format for their paragraphs.

The

exercises for writing thesis statements laid the foundation for writing
of thesis statements for this activity.
drafting.
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Allow twenty-five minutes for

Sharing.
Have students exchange papers with peers.

Remind students to read

with a critical eye for criteria outlined in the rubric.

They should

use the editing symbols they have practiced during the Warm-Ups section
of the program.

Students make comments on what they liked about the

writing and on ways it might be improved.

Editing.
Have students read comments.

Ask students to rewrite their

compositions with the comments in mind; they may elect to heed or ignore
them.

The students exchange papers again.

Evaluation.
Step 1
Students read compositions then evaluate them as either (1) A Very
Good Composition, (2) A Good Composition, or (3) A Needs Improvement
Composition, based on the rubric.

Students assign a number grade of 1,

2, or 3 to the paper with an explanation for the grade given, then
return it.

The teacher makes his/her own evaluation based on rubric.
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NOVEMBER
Program Planner

Warm Ups.

Oral Reading:

Daily

Editing Exercise:

Daily

Sentence Combining:

Weekly

Journal Writing:

Daily

Leads:

Monthly

Word Play:

Weekly

Writing Process .
Drafting.

Writing Skills.

1. Transitions:
2.

Definition and examples.

Organizing.

Writing Sample.

Compare and contrast train and bus.

Mental Skill.

Contrast and Comparison.
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MENTAL SKILL WORKSHEET
Teaching Comparing and Contrasting

Comparing and contrasting involves analyzing

Definition of the Skill.

two or more ideas or variables to find similarities and differences.

Reason to Study the Skill.

Comparing and contrasting is a primary skill

at the foundation of more complex thinking.

At the basic level, it

helps a thinker note the physical differences and similarities between
objects; at the abstract level it aids in detecting differences and
similarities between ideas, a key to drawing valid conclusions.

Needed Prior Knowledge.

Students need to know the definition of

"characteristic," "similar," "different," and "compare."

Principles to Remember.

•

Identify characteristics before you compare and contrast.

• Use only characteristics shared by all items, ideas, or people
in a group for comparison.
• Delay assessing major contrasts or similarities until you have
looked at all characteristics.

Modeling the Activity.

Begin by discussing bears.

Elicit discussion on

similarities and differences between a Polar bear and a Koala bear.
Display pictures of both types of bears in their respective habitats.
Model the strategy by creating a grid for the bears.
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Heuristics.

Step by step strategy for comparing the polar bear and

Koala bear.

Ask students to:

1.

State the purpose for comparing and contrasting (to find the
differences and similarities) between the bears.

2.

List the objects being compared across the top of a sheet of
paper.

Draw vertical lines creating two columns.

Label by

name of bears.
3.

List all characteristics or variables of the bears down the
left-hand side of the paper then draw horizontal lines to
create a grid.

4.

Study each picture of the bears and fill in the grid.

5.

Overview the grid and look for trends.
similar or more different.

Are the trees more

Which characteristics best

describe the differences? The similarities?
6.

Draw some conclusions leading students to understanding that
their conclusions could form the basis for construction of a
thesis statement.

Discussion Questions.
• Which features did you choose to compare?
• What was the hardest part?
• How could this skill improve your writing? Your purchasing
decisions?

Practice Activity.

Students practice this me.ntal skill by writing a

composition on the differences and similarities between the bears using
the grid as a guide.
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Writing Skills Organizing Ideas

Introduction

Once ideas have been generated and an idea of interest is selected,
the writer must organize his ideas into a suitable format.

This program

concentrates on the transactional form of writing and specifically the
form of contrast and comparison.

Specific structures lend themselves

well for the organization of ideas.
arrangements.

This program features two simple

Suppose the interest lies in showing the difference

between trains and buses.

This would be a contrast composition.

Even

though you are contrasting it is effective to mention also the
similarities in the introduction paragraph between the two things
contrasted.
After the introductory paragraph, organize the material on trains
and buses by writing about trains in one paragraph, or several depending
upon the amount of subordinate ideas scheduled to be used, then writing
about buses in a different paragraph.

The order of the points mentioned

about buses should conform to the same order used with trains.

This

allows the reader to easily follow the progression of ideas in the
composition.
The second arrangement of material lists the point-by-point
structure.

When you discuss a particular point about trains you follow

the same point about buses within the same paragraph.
to visualize the differences.
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An outline helps

First Arrangement
I.
II.

III.

IV.

Introduction:

Similarities and differences and thesis statement.

Trains
A.

Design

B.

Utility

C.

Public service provided.

Buses
A.

Design

B.

Utility

C.

Public service provided

Conclusion

Second Arrangement
I.
II.

Introduction:

Similarities and differences and thesis statement.

Differences between trains and buses.
A.

B.

C.

Design
1.

train

2.

buses

Utility
1.

train

2.

buses

Public service provided
1.

train

2.

buses

)
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III.

Conclusion

)

These two arrangements can be used when similarities between
people, objects or ideas are used.

By no means are these the only or

best arrangements, but they are simple and straight forward; therefore,
very utilitarian for students in grades four through six.

......, )
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WRITING WORKSHEET
Writing Assignment

Directions to teacher:

Explain to students that the focus for this writing lesson is on
the organization of material.

Two simple patterns were discussed and a

list of transitional words and phrases provided so that students could
use them to show the relationship of ideas within and between
paragraphs.

This writing lesson asks students to practice using a

point-by-point organizational pattern and to use transition words and
phrases as they compare and contrast a train and a bus.

The first

organizational pattern was used in the Two Brothers writing assignment
so it need not be repeated in this assignment.

Writing Assignment to students:
Write at least four paragraphs, one being the introduction
containing the thesis statement, contrasting an Amtrak train and a
school bus.

The organizational pattern will be point-by-point with the

emphasis on the contrast between the objects.

Rubric.
A Very Good Composition:

• Has fewer than three errors in capitalization and punctuation
of sentences.
• All sentences have subjects and predicates.
• Has at least four items to contrast.

)

• Shows evidence of a thesis statement.
• Points of contrast are logical.
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A Good Composition:

• Has fewer than five errors in capitalization and punctuation
of sentences.
• All sentences have subjects and predicates.
• Has at least three items of comparison.
• Has at least three items of comparison.
• Shows no evidence of a thesis statement.
• Points of contrast.are logical.

A Needs Improvement Composition:

• Has five or more errors in capitalization and punctuation.
• One or more sentence is missing either a subject or a
predicate.
• Has less than three items of contrast.
• Shows no evidence of a thesis statement.

Prewiting
Step 1

Establish the topic of trains and buses.

Ask students to begin

recalling as much information about trains and buses as they can.

Lead

students to understand that there are many types of buses and trains
that are used for different purposes.

A graphic representation of a

classification scheme is helpful in directing them to consider the
similarities and differences between passenger trains and passenger
buses.
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Step 2

Supply students with the sketches of the Amtrak train and the
school bus.

Ask students to create a grid listing the points of

comparison.
Step 3

Lead a discussion on any trends they see on the grid.

Are the

brothers more similar or different? Which characteristic{s) best
describe the similarities or differences?
Step 4

Lead students to see that the trends observed can form the basis
for a thesis statement that emphasizes either the differences or
similarities.
Step 5

Establish purpose and audience for this activity.

Drafting.

Ask students to write at least four paragraphs discussing the
similarities and differences they found using the grid.

The point-by-

point format should be used as a guide to developing the structure of
this activity.

Allow at least thirty minutes for drafting.

Sharing.

Have students exchange papers with peers.

Remind students to use

the skill they have been practicing in the Warm Ups and to remember the
criteria outlined in the rubric as they read the compositions.

Students

should use the editing symbols established while making comments on what
they liked about the writing.
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Editing.
Have students read the comments on their papers.

Ask students to

rewrite their drafts with the students• comments in mind; they may heed
or ignore the comments.

Then students exchange papers again.

Evaluation.
Step 1

Students read second drafts then evaluate them as either (1) A Very
Good Composition, (2) A Good Composition, or (3) A Needs Improvement
Composition, based on the criteria in the rubric.

Students assign a

number grade of 1, 2, or 3 to the paper with an explanation of the
grade.

42
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DECEMBER/JANUARY
Program Planner

Warm Ups.

Oral Reading:

Daily

Editing Exercise:

Daily

Sentence Combining:

Weekly

Word Play:

Weekly

Journal Writing:

Daily

Leads:

Monthly

Writing Process.

Sharing and Editing.

Writing Skills.

Introductions and Conclusions.

Writing Sample.

Compare and contrast two sisters.

Menta 1 Sic i1 1 .

Classifying.
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MENTAL SKILL WORKSHEET

Mental Skill Worksheet--Classifying

Directions to teacher:

Discuss with students each underlined section.

Model the activity

following the heuristics.

Definition of Skill.

Classification is the attempt to better understand

and remember data by putting into groups objects, ideas, that have
similar features and then providing a label for that similarity.

Reason to Study the Skill.

Classify data to bring meaning to the data

which is part of one's experience, and classify to handle lots of
information by reducing it to a few groups of related information.

Needed Prior Knowledge.

Students need to know the definitions for the

words classify, concrete, and vague.

Synonyms for the three words

should also be supplied.

Modeling the Activity.

Begin by calling for words from students.

can be any words that pop into their heads.

These

After. a list of words has

been generated and written on the blackboard or overhead projector,
model the skill.

Explain Steps in Procedure.

I.

Students state their purpose:
out?
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What are you trying to find

2.

Skim the information to note what's there.

3.

Take one piece of information and search for one piece like
it.

4.

List these together.

State what makes these alike.

Write this common feature above

them as a label.
5.

Find as many other items as possible that fit this label and
add to list.

Useful Rules to Follow.
1.

If you do not understand some item, put it in the
"miscellaneous" category and go on, but come back to it later
to try to use it.

2.

If a word means more than one thing, it can go in several
categories.

Heuristic . Step by step strategy for classifying data.
1.

Write "classify" on the board.

2.

Ask for synonyms.

3.

Define classify.

4.

Ask for examples of objects that have already been classified:
menu, newspapers, and magazines.

5.

Using the words provided by students begin following the steps
in the above mentioned procedure.

The objective is to lead

students to classifying the words into two categories:
(1) concrete words and (2) vague words.
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Writing Process:

I.

Sharing and Editing

Introduction
The sharing stage of the writing process benefits the author and

the reader.

Having a peer read and critically evaluate a piece of

writing helps the author get a fresh perspective that is often times
hard to achieve.

It is easy to become myopic and let unrelated ideas

creep into the text.

A good critical reader can point out the

inconsistencies and set the author back on course.

At the same time, a

reader benefits by training his mind to see the pitfalls, thereby
learning to avoid them in his own writing.

Also, fresh ideas and ways

of structuring writing avail themselves to the reader.

When given

sufficient attention in the writing process, sharing becomes a mutually
beneficial activity for author and reader.
Given the classroom constraints of a crowded curriculum and
specialist pull out programs, complex designs for sharing are hard to
realize.

Therefore, a simple arrangement of two students sharing their

compositions works well.

When sharing, the authors take turns reading

aloud their pieces then exchange papers and read them silently.

Each

author responds to the others piece by summarizing, in a single
sentence, the mainpoints of the writing and offering commentary
concerning what they liked and didn't like about the writing.

Based on

the rubric provided for each writing sample, the responder gives a grade
and a justification for the grade.
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II.

Editing
Editing is the act of observing the content, style, and mechanics

of a text with a critical eye focused on improving it in these areas.
This requires three tasks from the writer:

(1) how to read a piece of

writing critically, (2) the ability to make changes by deleting,
inserting, or moving chunks of words, and (3) must be open to comments
and suggestions from the responders.
To develop the necessary editing skills, this program relies on the
Warm Ups activities to sensitize students to the considerations of
complete sentences, sentence combining, leads, main ideas, and
supporting details.

Though far from a complete list of skills required

to become a good critical reader, it does provide a substantial
beginning for elementary grade students.

Repeated practice in

identifying and using the Warm Ups offers the knowledge base useful in
editing students' own work and the work of their peers.

Standard

editing marks, outlined in the September section of the program planner,
serve as the tools for students to communicate with each other and the
teacher.
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Writing Skills:

I.

Introductions and Conclusions

Introductions
Engaging a reader's interest and attentions early in a piece of

writing is the reason why introductions are important.

Included in the

introduction is the identification of the topic and the thesis
statement.

Though introductions can be as long as a chapter, in short

compositions, which is the focus of this program, the introduction may
only be a few sentences in length.

The Warm Ups section of the program

features the identification of various types of leads writers use to
grasp the attention of the reader ~ Specific examples are outlined in
the appendix and can be used as practice exercises.

Reading examples

from newspapers and magazines that illustrate the various kinds of leads
and requesting students to search and share examples with the class are
good ways of developing an awareness of ways to introduce a topic.

II.

Conclusions
The concluding paragraph ties together the ideas of the composition

and leaves the reader with a feeling of completion.

It's importance

rests ~n the fact that it creates the last impression a reader will have
of the _composition.

Therefore, the concluding paragraph is no place to

introduce new ideas.
The phrases "in conclusion" and "in summary" often appear at the
beginning of a concluding sentence or paragraph.

Many elementary grade

students grasp the idea and quickly use it frequently and effectively.
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But exposure to other ways can add variety and freshness to students'
writings.

Encourage students to attempt restating in different words

the thesis and major points of their compositions, and practice stating
assertions in multiple ways.

'-

J
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WRITING WORKSHEET
Writing Assignment

Two Sisters

Directions to student:
Write a four paragraph composition about two sisters whose
differences provide the focus of the composition.

The introduction

should address in a general way how family members share many things in
common but that distinct differences exist.
with help in writing their introductions.

This will provide students
Also, if they should choose

to use one of the leads addressed in the Warm Ups section, they should
be encouraged to do so.

The introduction should include a thesis

statement that illustrates the composition's focus on the differences
between the sisters, and the composition should show evidence of a body
paragraph and a conclusion.

Rubric.
A Very Good Composition:
• Has fewer than three errors in capitalization and punctuation
of sentences.
• All sentences have subjects and predicates.
• Has at least four items to contrast.
• Shows evidence of a thesis statement, introduction, and
conclusion.
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A Good Composition:
• Has fewer than five errors in capitalization and punctuation
of sentences.
• All sentences have subjects and predicates.
• Has at least three items of comparison.
• Shows evidence of a thesis statement, introduction, and
conclusion.

A Needs Improvement Composition:
• Has five or more errors in capitalization and punctuation of
sentences.
• One or more sentences are missing, either subject or
predicate.
• Has less than three items of comparison.
• Shows no evidence of a thesis statement.

Prewriting.
Step 1

Establish the topic of sisters.

Ask the students to recall their

compositions about two brothers and the discussion about family members
having many points of commonality.

Use the outline in this month's

program planner to organize a brainstorming activity that generates
ideas related to each category listed in the outline.

The teacher

should guide students' ideas to ensure that there are distinct
differences between the sister in each category.

The organization of

the material duplicates the Two Brothers composition.

Use the

classification exercise from Mental-Skills Worksheet to help establish
categories for comparison.
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Step 2
Establish purpose and audience for this activity.

Drafting.
Ask students to write a four paragraph composition with the focus
on the differences between the two sisters.

The outline discussed in

prewriting should be used as a guide to develop the composition.

If

possible, the teacher should engage in this activity, as well as using
the outline as a guide.

Allow for at least 30 minutes for drafting.

Sharing.
Have the students exchange papers with peers.

Remind them to use

the editing skills and knowledge of complete sentences they have been
practicing in the Warm Ups section.

The criteria outlined in the rubric

should guide them as they read critically the compositions.

Students

should use the standard editing marks to point out errors.

The writing

should be returned after comments about what was liked and not liked
about the compositions is complete.

Editing.
Have students read comments on their papers.

Ask students to

rewrite their drafts with peer's comments in mind; they may choose to
heed or ignore the comments.

Then students exchange papers again.
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Evaluation.
Students read second drafts, then evaluate them in accordance with
the rubric.

Students assign a number grade of 1, 2, or 3 to the papers

with an explanation for the grade given.
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Two Sisters Outline

'\

I

I.

Introduction

I I.

Sister 1:
1.

Appearance
a.
b.

2.

Clothes
a.
b.

3.

Occupation
a.

4.

Hobbies
a.
b.

5.

III.

Housing

Sister 2:
1.

Appearance
a.
b.

2.

Clothes
a.
b.

3.

Occupation
a.
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4.

Hobbies

a.
b.
5.

IV.

Housing

Conclusion
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FEBRUARY /MARCH
Program Planner

Warm Ups.

Oral Reading:

Daily

Editing Exercise:

Daily

Sentence Combining:

Weekly

Journal Writing:

Daily

Leads:

Weekly

Word Play:

Weekly

Writing Process.

Evaluation.

Writing Ski 11 s.

Review of skills used to date.

Writing Sample.

Compare lifestyle on the frontier with lifestyle on a Southern
plantation.

Mental Skill.

Classifying.
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Writing.Process:

Evaluation

Holistic scoring is an attempt to evaluate a written text in its
totality rather than judging its parts.

By contrast, analytic scoring

assumes that a knowledge of the parts will ultimately lead to and
understanding of the whole.

This method of evaluation works well with

concrete objects but less well with art forms.

Holistic scoring, on the

other hand, assumes that no one skill is more important or should
receive greater emphasis than another.

This form of evaluation is

achieved through the use of a rubric (scoring guide) which list the
criteria for each score.
on various scales.

The rubrics that evaluators use may be based

This program uses a simple scoring guide that

establishes criteria for a scale of 1 to 3, the highest score being 1.
The categories are labeled:

(1) A·Very Good Composition, (2) A Good

Composition, and (3) A Needs Improvement Composition.

The criteria has

been outlined for each writing sample requested in the program and is
intended for use by students' peers and their teachers.
The use of rubrics and holistic scoring with peer evaluation offers
many benefits.

Students have opportunities to analyze and evaluate

writing similar to their own.

In so doing, they develop a clearer

picture of what works and what doesn't work in their own writing
efforts.

Students are confronted with the challenge of strongly

understanding concepts of thesis statements, transition words, lead
sentences, and concluding sentences to better evaluate competently these
same concepts in their peer's written texts.

An awareness of what is

expected of their writing occurs as students discuss and debate the
)

standards of the writing assignments outlined in the rubrics.

Possibly

the greatest asset of holistic scoring and peer evaluation is the direct
59

student involvement in the writing and thinking processes.

As students

learn to use the rubric, they become responsible for improving other
writers' works, and in so doing better recognize ways to improve their
own.

I

)
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WRITING WORKSHEET
Writing Assignment
Comparison of Life on a Southern Plantation and Life on
the Frontier in Nineteenth Centurv America

Directions to student:

Write at least a four paragraph composition comparing and
contrasting the various aspects of life on a Southern plantation and
life on the frontier in the nineteenth century America.

This lesson

should follow a social studies unit that has addressed this topic.

Rubric.

A Verv Good Composition:
• Thesis statement clearly shows the emphasis on the contrast.
• Has fewer than five errors in spelling, capitalization, and
punctuation.
• Satisfies requirements for headings, margins, and spacing.
• Has three or more items in the contrast.

A Good Composition:
• Thesis statement clearly shows the emphasis on the contrast.
• Has fewer than five errors in spelling, capitalization, and
punctuation.
• Satisfies requirements for heading, margins, and spacing.
• Has less than three items in the comparison.
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A Needs Improvement Composition:
• Thesis statement is missing
• Has more than five errors in capitalization, spelling, and
punctuation
• Does not satisfy requirements for heading, margins, and
spacing.

Prewriting.
Elicit from students words or phrases that are associated with life
on a Southern plantation and list them on the board.

Begin classifying

the words according to the heuristic offered in the Mental Skill
Worksheet.

Once labels have been established for the categories, create

a schematic drawing to better visualize the labels for each category and
the associated words.
frontier.

Next, repeat this procedure with the topic of the

Finally, compare the schematics to establish the differences

and similarities between the two lifestyles and a focal point to develop
a possible thesis statement.

Drafting.
Using the thesis statement as a focal point, have students begin
writing down their ideas, choosing each category as a possible paragraph
for development.

Return the drafts.

Sharing.
Students exchange drafts and read them using the rubric as a point
of reference.

Students comment on sentence construction, clarity of

language used, and determine if the thesis statement is present.
Students make their comments and return papers.
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Editing.
Have students read the comments on their first drafts.

Ask

students to rewrite their drafts with the student comments in mind;
they may heed or ignore them.

Then students exchange papers again.

Evaluation.
Students read second drafts and evaluate them as either (1) A Very
Good Composition, (2) A Good Composition, or (3) A Needs Improvement
Composition.

This evaluation should be based on the criteria listed in

the rubric.

Students assign a number grade 1, 2, or 3 to the paper with

an explanation for the grade given, then retur~ it to the author.
teacher then makes an evaluation based on the rubric.
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The

APRIL/MAY
Program Plan~er

Wam Ups.
Oral Reading:

Daily

Editing Exercise:

Daily

Sentence Combining:

Weekly

Word Play:

Weekly

Journal Writing:

Daily

Leads:

Monthly

Writing Process.
Review of five stages of the writing process.

Writing Skills.
Review of writing skills presented in the program.

Writing Sample.
Student sponsored topic.

Menta 1 Ski 11 s.
Review of mental skill attributes and heuristics.
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Concluding Remarks

The months of April and May serve as a review of the writing
process, writing skills, mental skills, and as the time for students to
develop the last composition of the program.
compositions have been pre-selected.

Topics for all previous

Now, it is time for students to

select a topic of their own choosing.

If the program has been effective

in training students to think and write, they should have the tools and
much practice using them to independently engage in the thinking and
writing processes required to produce a contrast/comparison essay.
Though not all students will write A Very Good Composition by the end of
this program, hopefully, most will have demonstrated improvements in
some areas of the thinking and writing skills outlined by the program.
The format for conducting this review will not be outlined, but
left open to teachers' discretions.

The Warm Ups activities should,

however, be continued as they have direct impact on students mastering
the writing skills.

Too, journal writing can serve as a resource bank

for students to tap in selecting individual topics.
The five steps in the writing process should be maintained as
students develop the last composition.

Once completed and grades

assigned, it is.time for teachers and students to compare the last
composition with the one written in September.

The comparison will

offer insights into areas of weaknesses and strengths and overall
development for the year.

This intentional and programmatical is

intended to teach coordinately thinking and writing skills and processes
that will yield positive results for teachers who want a guide to use to
teach these important components of education.
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For students,

the results will train them well in writing contrast and comparison
essays and prepare them for more advanced thinking and writing skills.
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT MATERIALS
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Warm Ups.

Warm Ups are intended to stimulate students' interests in

using words while setting the mood for the writing lessons in this
program.

Warm Ups can be thought of as on-going activities that do not

lead to a finished piece of writing.

The activities are listed by

category making it easy for the teacher to access selected activities.
The frequency of use for each Warm Up indicated in the program planner
is only a suggested time frame.

Each teacher will decide the

appropriate amount of time for his or her particular needs.

Leads.

The first sentence in a paragraph is crucial to grabbing the

readers attention.

It sets the direction and tone of a piece of

writing; therefore, student writers should be aware of the various kinds
of leads employed by professional writers.

Leads are fun to create.

Use the following descriptions of them to train students to identify and
to pattern their own attempts at writing leads.
1.

Action.

He steps boldly into the ring, a big pistol strapped

to his hip, a long whip in one hand, a chair in the other.
is a lion tamer extraordinaire.
2.

Character.

He could fan the biggest flames of anger inside

you and pull out the sweetest words of praise from you.

But

he was always fair.
3.

Question.

Is the world over populated? How many people can

the earth support? Should countries try to limit their
populations? These are questions that governments must
seriously think about.
4.

Startling Fact:

The European immigrants who passed through

the Registry Room in Ellis's Islands main building numbered
12 mill ion.
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He

5.

Quotation:

"Nowhere else can you say almost half the

population of the country can trace their ancestry to Europe,"
says John Morgan.
6.

Setting: The sun, a bright yellow eye, looked down upon the
clear blue water and us in a tiny row boat preparing for our
first experience as scuba divers.

Leads are fun to discover and create.

Keep a watchful eye out for

various uses of lead sentences and share them with students.

)
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Sentence Combining

Combining Subjects:
1.

James likes to sail.

(use and)

Alyssa likes to sail.
Combine:

2.

James and Alyssa like to sail.

Billy rides the horse.

(use and)

Johnny rides the horse.
Combine:

3.

Tony discovered the canyon.

(use and)

Sue discovered the canyon.
Combine:

4.

Maleka read a book . .

(use and)

Melinda read a book.
Combine:

5.

James operated the computer.

(use and)

Jeff operated the computer.
Combine:

6.

My aunt baked a cake.

(use and)

My uncle baked a cake.
Combine:
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7.

George drove a tractor.

(use and)

Hugh drove a tractor.
Comb;ne:

8.

Her father fished the stream.

(use and)

Her mother fished the stream.
Combine:

9.

The boy watched the television.

(use and)

The girl watched the television.
Comb;ne:

10.

My cousin rode in the speedboat.

(use and)

My nephew rode in the speedboat.
Comb;ne:

So far only the subjects of sentences have been combined by using
the word "and."

It is possible to combine the predicates of sentences.

Observe the following example.
The man rode horses.
The man drove cars.
The man ran marathons.
Comb;ne:

The man rode horses, drive cars, and ran marathons.

/
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The combined sentence omitted the first two words of the second and
third sentences, combined the predicates with commas and the conjunction
"and." Here are ten combinations to practice.

1.

The committee members held town meetings.
The committee members printed posters.
The committee members attended rallies.
Combine:

2.

The political candidates passed out campaign leaflets.
The political candidates debated each other.
The political candidates wrote speeches.
Combine:

3.

Hernan Cortez defeated Montezuma.
Hernan Cortez occupied the Aztec capital Tenotichlan.
Hernan Cortez landed troops at Veracruz.
Combine:

4.

The English colonist sailed across the Atlantic Ocean.
The English colonist carved a settlement out of the
wilderness.
The English established the colony of Jamestown.
Combine:
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5. Mrs. Charles sings.
Mrs. Charles dances.
Mrs. Charles plays piano.
Combine:

6.

Larry Bird's teammates patted him on the back.
Larry Bird's teammates shook his hand.
Larry Bird's teammates voted him MVP.
Combine:

7.

I ate my dinner.
I paid my check.
I waited for the change.
Combine:

8.

The writer wrote his story.
The writer called his secretary.
The writer made an appointment.
Combine:

9. She went to the bazaar.
She displayed her wares.
She chatted with her friends.
Combine:
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10.

The movie bored the adults.
The movie excited the children.
The movie made · the producer rich.
Combine:

The simple sentences provided so far have been combined with commas
and the conjunction and to create simple sentences with compound
subjects or predicates.

Another way ~o combine sentences is to use

coordinating conjunctions to form compound sentences.

The following

examples will use the coordinating conjunctions and, or, for, so, and
yet, to make compound sentences.
I.

He opened a gallery in New York.

(use comma with and)

He exhibited art works in Chicago.
Combine:

He opened a gallery in New York. and he exhibited

art works in Chicago.
2.

He was born in England.

(use comma with but)

He died in France.
Combine:

3.

He will go to a small college.

(use comma with for)

He thinks a big city university will be to impersonal.
Combine:

4.

She will work late tonight.

(use comma with or)

She will make up the time tomorrow.
Combine:
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5. They lead at hal!time by 20 points.

(use comma with yet}

They lost the game.
Comb;ne:

Another technique for combining sentences uses subordinating
conjunctions to turn simple sentences into complex sentences.

Since

elementary students can become overwhelmed quickly with grammar, only
four subordinate conjunctions will be used in the following exercise.
1.

Spain wanted gold and land

(use because}

Spain gave money and supplies to explorers.
Combine:

Because Spain wanted gold and land, it gave money

and supplies to explorers. ·
2.

He played hard.

(use although}

He lost the tennis match.
Combine:

3.

You pay the bill.

(use unless}

Your electricity is canceled.
Combine:

4.

My sister lives a few blocks away.

(use even though}

I rarely ever see my sister.
Combine:

Using if clauses provides another means of combining sentences.
The first five samples ask students to combine two sentences using the
word "if," and the second five samples ask students to add simple

J

sentences, then combine the clause and simple sentence to form the
complex sentence.
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1.

I practice playing the violin.

(use if)

I will become a better violin player.
Combine:

If I practice playing the violin. I will become a

better violin player.
2.

I don't pick up the apples on the grass.

(use if)

The grass will die.
Combine:

3.

.

.

I listen carefully to my teachers.

(use if)

I can learn a lot.
Combine:

4.

I wear glasses.

(use if)

I can read the words much better.
Combine:

5.

I perform routine maintenance on my car.

(use if)

The life of my car will be extended.
Combine:

Now add simple sentences to the following clauses, then combine
them into complex sentences.
1.

If my bicycle tire was repaired,
Add:

Combine:
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2.

If I save my pennies,
Add:

Combine:

3.

If I clean my room and wash the dishes,
Add:

Combine:

4.

If I make good grades in school,
Add:

Combine:

5.

If I save these magazine coupons,
Add:

Combine:

Daily Edit Exercises
The following daily editing exercises are grouped into the
following categories:

(1) Subjects and Predicates, (2) Compound

Subjects, (3) Compound Predicates, (4) Compound Subjects and Predicates,
(5) Sentence Fragments, (6) Run-On Sentences, (7) Punctuation, and
(8) Capitalization.

Accompanying each category is a definition of the

concept, and a sample exercise followed by several examples that need
editing.
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Subjects and Predicates

Most of the sentences elementary students will be experiencing will
have two parts; a subject and a predicate.

The subject of a sentence

can be thought of as the part that tells who or what the sentence is
about.

The predicate will be· the part of the sentence that tells

something about the subject.

Although there are examples in literature

of one word sentences, this interesting feature might better be
explained and understood separate from the more common two part
arrangement in sentences.
Sample.

The dolphin jumped out of the water.

In the above sentence, the part that tells who or what in the
sentence are the words "the dolphin." The part that tells something
about the dolphin are the words "jumped out of the water." Ask students
to identify the subjects and predicates of the following ten sentences,
then have them supply subjects and predicates for another ten sentences
with those parts missing.
I.

The car plowed through the snow with ease.

2.

The horse scratched the snow covered surface with its hoof.

3.

The dog dug into the soft earth with its paws.

4.

The cat purred softly.

5.

The squirrel scampered across the tree branch.

6.

A seagull pecked the ground for food.

7.

The paperboy walked slowly on the icy roads.

8.

A jetliner roared off the runway.

9.

The mailman trotted across the street.

10.

The salmon jumped the falls.
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Now, have the students supply either the subject or the predicate
for the following ten sentences.
1.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - failed to do the job.

2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - recognized him.
3.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - gave him money.

4.

The dying plants

5.

The old computer

6.

The young pony

7.

The dusty lampshade

8.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - offered my brother a job.

9.

He gave

10. - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - changed his mind.
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Compound Subjects

A sentence with a compound subject has two or more simple subjects
that tell who or what the sentence is about.

The conjunctions "and" and

"or" will be used to form the compound subjects.
Samples.

1.

Edgardo and Michael play soccer together.

2.

William or Brett planned the picnic.

Now, have students supply the subjects for the following ten
sentences.
1.

and

swam across the river.

2.

and

rode the pony into the barn.

3.

or

4.

and

5.

or

6.

and

won the skate board contest.

7.

or

will read the daily bulletin.

8.

and

9.

or

10.

and

wrote the letter to the man.
baked the pies.
will be the group leader.

can find the nest easily.
found the lost coat.
played frisbee together.
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Compound Predicates

A sentence with a compound predicate has two or more simple
predicates with the same subject.

The conjunctions "and," "but," and

"or" will be used to form the compound predicates.

Sample.

The old man sipped coffee and thought of his younger days.

In the above sentence, the predicate is compounded and relates to
one subject:

the old man.

Now have the students supply predicates for

the following ten sentences.
I.

Jose _ __ _ about the contest in the newspaper and~-~
about it on the radio.

3.

The movie - - - - the adults but
Sara can - - - - you or

4.

Kurt

2.

the children.
you at your house.

into .his pocket and

at the rare

coin.
5.

He _ _ _ _ into the microscope but

only a blur.

6.

She _ _ _ _ hard but _ _ _ _ the test.

7.

The committee member - - - - letters and - - - posters.

8.

The hawk

at the mouse but _ __ _

9.

A rabbit

across the road and - - - - under a

it.

bush.
10.

The bear

the stream for fish and _ _ _ _ the

hills for berries.
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Compound Subjects and Predicates

The simple sentence has one subject and one predicate.

It may also

contain a compound subject or compound predicate, or both.
Samples.

1.

James wants to be a professional football player and will work
hard to achieve it.

(Simple sentence with compound

predicate).
2.

James and Nancy own the house.

(Simple sentence with compound

subjects).
3.

James and Nancy built and painted the house.

(Simple sentence

with compound subject and predicate).
Now have the students supply the various combinations of subjects
and predicates to the following sentences.
and - - - - - - searched for the letter.
and
knocked on the door and

I.

2.

asked for a donation.
3.

The horse _ _ _ _ _ _ and _ _ _ _ _ _ through the
woods.

4.

The _ _ _ _ _ _ and _ _ _ _ _ _ fought for the food.

5.

The - - - - - - and
and - - - - - - the cash prize.

6.

He ______ the race car with courage but _ _ _ _ __

mailed in the forms

lost the race.
7.

Snow and _ _ _ _ _ _ cause many accidents in the winter.

8.

The snow skier - -- - - - and - - - - - - down the
slope.
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9.

The speed boat roared around the course but

the

contest.
10.

The football player or the
trophy.
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will win the

Sentence Fragments

A sentence fragment is a group of words that is missing either a
subject or a predicate.

Elementary students frequently write sentence

fragments so this exercise will help them overcome the habit of writing
them.
Sample.

The African elephant being larger.

The above sentence is a fragmented sentence because the predicate
is missing.

The fragment does not tell the reader what the elephant is

or does.
Have the students identify which of the following groups of words
are sentences or fragments by writing the letters "FG" or the letter "S"
in the space provided, then have them complete the fragments.
I.

After the party was over. ~~~~

2.

As soon as the game was over. ~~~~

3.

If you want to go to the circus. ~~~~
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4.

Marge began to study for her spelling test. _ _ __

5.

Which are both close to my house. _ _ __

6.

If I had a million dollars. - - - -

7.

The deer made their winter crossing of the river. _ _ __

8.

Before their parents came home. _ _ __

)
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· Run-On Sentences

A run-on sentence is a group of two or more sentences written
together without correct punctuation to separate sentences.
Sample.

Jeremy caught one of the balls the other balls hit him on
the head.

There are two sentences written together in the sample above.
A period placed after the first occurrence of the word "balls" would
divide the group of words into two sentences.
correct a run-on sentence.

There are several ways to

A simple way is to simply add a period and

capitalize the following word.

Other ways, such as conjunctions,

semicolons, and subordination, will not be used so that the concept and
its correction can be easily grasped by elementary grade students.
Now have the students identify which sentences are run-on sentences
by writing the corrected versions on the lines provided.
I.

Jonathan is working on his dog house he needs to go to the
store for more materials.

2.

Martha is working on her butterfly collection she needs to
more samples to complete the collection.

3.

I walked up to the squirrel it ran away.
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4.

The guest speaker didn't come we waited all day.

5.

The kind man gave the boy a dime the boy was happy.

6.

Whales do not blow out water they blow out their moist breath.

7. An owl's eyes do not rotate he turns his head to see from side
to side.

8. The magician's act looks easy he practices doing it many
times.

9.

Juggling those balls must be hard it can be easy if you
practice.

10.

The wind whipped the trees down it tore down power lines too.
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Capitalization

The following exercises will concentrate on a limited number of
items to capitalize.

The scope is limited to the following areas:

(1) the first word in sentences, (2) names and titles, (3) the
pronoun "I," (4) names of streets and street abbreviations, (5) days,
months, and holidays, and (6) cities, states, and countries.

Each area

will have its own set of exercises.

The First Word in a Sentence.
sentence with a capital letter.

Always begin the first word of every

Have students make the proper

corrections to the following sentences.
1.

another boy is coming to play soccer.

2.

almost every boy has a bicycle.

3. yesterday Paul flew his kite.
4.

a computer is a useful tool to have in the home.

5.

christmas is a time for giving gifts.

Names and Titles.

Capitalize the first letter in a person's name.

Capitalize the first letter of a title which goes with a person's name.
Have the students capitalize titles and names in the following
sentences.
1.

The man in the gray sweater is mr. Martin.

2.

Coming down the street with his dog is james.

3.

His name is jonathan meyers.

4.

Visiting is the duke of windsor.

5.

We invited aunt martha·to dinner.

6.

The guest of honor was general Bragg.
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7.

Queen victoria ruled England.

8.

Leading the charge was major Mallory.

9.

The winner was ms. Hartly.

10. Time had run out for mrs. Bonner.

Names of Streets and Street Abbreviations.
name of a street with a capital letter.
times abbreviated.

Begin each word in the

Street addresses are often

Start the abbreviation with a capital letter.

End

it with a period.

Sample.

James lives at 1908 Fontonnel Blvd.

Have the students properly capitalize the following sentences.
1.

The paper was delivered to 203 brookline road.

2.

The tower was built at 111 mansfield ct.

3.

His mother lives at 333 mulholland dr.

4.

You live near sprague blvd.

5.

My address is 345 court st apt 78.

6.

The package was delivered to 45 pike's peak pl.

7.

Mary drove to 1994 w. king's street.

8.

The car is located on fontana ave.

9.

He lived at 1313 dreary ln with his mother.

10.

Drive to 890 n Alvaro street.

Names of Davs. Months, and Holidays.

Use a capital letter to begin the

name of a day of the week, a month of the year, and a holiday.

Have

students supply the correct capitalization to words in the following
exercises.
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Sample.

Christmas Day was on a Tuesday in December.

1.

Memorial day is a holiday for Americans.

2.

Thanksgiving day is celebrated in America.

3.

She had an appointment on wednesday.

4.

St. valentine's day·comes once a.year.

5.

The track team starts practice in may.

Names of Cities, Counties, States, Countries, and Continents.

The

important words in the name of a city, county, state, country, and
continent begin with a capital letter. _Have students supply the capital
letter where needed in the exercises that follow.
1.

redding is the name of a city in california.

2.

The phillipines is an island country in asia.

3.

Seattle is located in king county.

4.

Penguins live in antarctica.

5.

Cargo ships sail into Elliot Bay in seattle.

Punctuation.

This area will be confined to end punctuation.

The

exercises will focus on periods, question marks, and exclamation marks.
Every sentence ends with a punctuation mark.
declarative and imperative sentences.

Use a period at the end of

A declarative sentence is one

that makes a statement about something or someone, while an imperative
sentence is a command given to someone.

Use the question mark at the

end of a sentence or a short group of words that asks a question.

Use

an exclamation point at the end of a sentence or short group of words
that show excitement or strong feeling.
)
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Sample.

Whew!

I nearly lost my money down the drain!

1.

Do you have a box in the garage~-

2.

It's a good thing you brought it

3.

Don't drink the water

4.

Do you want me to help you~-

5.

Wow

6.

The Peregrine Falcon eats rodents

7.

Are you ready~-

8.

Go to the store immediately~-

9.

The little girl had a new purse~-

10.

Well

Look at that boy run~-

Is the window broken
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CHAPTER V
Sun111ary of the Project

Through a review of the literature, information was obtained
pertaining to the nature of thinking, development of thought, teaching
practices for thinking and writing, and the close connection between
thinking and writing.
The research suggested that thinking is neither a vague process or
a one-dimensional activity.

Acts of thinking involve one or more

cognitive operations, particular types of knowledge and certain
attitudes and dispositions.

The mental activity referred to as thinking

incorporates at least two operations:

Cognitive and metacognitive.

Cognitive operations are used to generate or find meaning.

They include

complex strategies of decision making, problem solving and
conceptualizing.

Metacognition, on the other hand, is the human ability

to know what they know and don't know.

It is thinking about one's own

thinking.
The knowledge component involves the general heuristics, or rules
of thumb, that guide the execution of a thinking operation.
this component is the awareness of a certain subject area.

Included in
This

suggests knowing the various reliable data in a discrete subject.
The knowledge components and mental operations require certain
dispositions to successfully apply them.

Dispositions refer to being

open-minded, paying attention to the total situation, and trying to be
well informed.

These three components, thinking operations, knowledge

and dispositions, work in concert to provide the individual with the
requisite mental tools to think effectively and achieved desired goals.
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The research reflected that the development of thought progresses
sequentially from a condition of relative globality to differentiated,
abstract thought.

Thinking competence evaluates through stages and

suggests that certain competencies and skills emerge at each stage.
Through these stages runs a continuum of thinking.

Accompanying this

continuum are the mental processes of accommodation and assimilation.
This facilitates the individual to integrate new information into
existing schemata, develop new, or change existing schematas to respond
to new situations.
Other factors influencing thinking are an individuals' social/
emotional status, the environmental context where thinking occurs and
the individuals' cultural milieu.

The interaction among these various

elements is what influences the thinking processes and helps thinking
change and move ahead.

For students to develop some degree of

proficiency in these thinking skills and strategies, both cognitive and
metacognitive, actual instruction in these areas is required.
The research on the theories of writing development point out the
relationships between writing and thinking as well as the recursive
nature of writing.

The act of composing does not develop in a linear

fashion; it is a recursive process that requires the writer to engage in
the activity of sorting and fitting information into a coherent plan.
This sorting and fitting, in very general terms, reflects the nature and
development of thought.
Research noted that experiments in writing instruction support the
view that there is no natural order of writing development in the sense
of a fixed order.

But experiments do suggests that it is meaningful to

think of writing development in terms of discrete stages, each stage
focusing on a particular aspect of writing.
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Hence, a process view of

writing to aid student learners involves prewriting, drafting, sharing,
editing, and evaluation.
The research reflected a concept of writing as a form of problem
solving.

The writer is required to organize a set of ideas by selecting

and arranging a number of concepts and relationships from a large body
of knowledge then fit these concepts and relationships in a whole that
meets the needs of an audience.

In so doing, writing calls upon all

levels of thinking and by helping students become better thinkers we
help them become better writers and vice versa.
The nature of thinking, its development and components in
coordination with writing development, take shape in the classroom
through a variety of teaching methods and techniques.

Research pointed

out teaching practices that are and are not effective in teaching
students to achieve proficiency in writing and thinking.

Frequent

practice with writing does not necessarily improve writing and attention
paid in pre-writing activities leads to improved student writing.
Praising what students do well improves their writing more than
concentration on error correction and the encouragement of students to
read extensively and devoting time to the study of written prose are
effective in improving students' writing.

Focusing on direct methods of

instruction and the structuring of ideas are more efficient in teaching
sentence structure, usage, punctuation than rote memorization of
grammatical rules.

Enhancing the sentence maturity of students is

efficiently taught through the techniques of sentence combining.
To develop both the cognitive and metacognitive skills of students
the research suggested that teaching of thinking should rest on three
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broad categories:

(1) methods that provide for the teaching of

thinking, (2) those that provide for the teaching for thinking; and
(3) those that involve teaching fil2.Q.Y! thinking.
The program developed for this project reflects many of these
research findings.

Acknowledging the mutually supportive nature of

writing and thinking, this program endeavored to blend the direct
teaching of thinking with the direct teaching of writing to produce
contrast/comparison essays.
The program is ready made thinking/writing skills program that
elementary teaches in grades four thorugh six can use to augment
language arts instruction or to provide the framework for teaching in
the content areas.
The overall plan is delineated in the year long Program Planner.
For each month or combination of months there is a program planner that
outlines the skills to be taught and the activities associated with the
teaching of those skills.

It is subdivided into Mental Skills, Writing

Skills, Writing Processes and a Warm Ups section.

Each section is an

attempt to illuminate research findings in their respective areas.

The

anticipated outcome of using each section of each month's program
planner is a writing sample.

Discussion
Concerns sounded by professional educators, their administrators,
and professional education journals over the need to prepare students
for the demands of the next century by teaching them to think and write,
led this author to believe that there was a need for a writing program
that integrated the teaching of thinking skills with writing skills.
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Discussions with colleagues concerning their efforts with teaching
their students to write and to think resulted in many instances of
teachers proclaiming little understanding of how to teach thinking and
writing skills.

The idea of this program was mentioned to teachers in

the author's school.

They were shown sample activities that reflected

techniques for integrating the teaching of thinking skills with writing
skills.

They voiced interest and a desire to select and use the

activities in their classrooms.
While some teachers place greater emphasis on teaching thinking and
writing skills than others, the author feels confident that teachers and
students well benefit from this program and interest in planning for the
direct teaching of these skills will be heightened.

Recommendations
In using this program, it is recommended that the user become well
acquainted with the year long planner.
taught and when.

This reveals what is to be

Understanding the scope of the program can aid its

user in deciding how it can be best utilized in their classrooms.

Some

teachers may find the appendix helpful in training students to recognize
and generate their statements, or combining sentences for greater
economy of words used.
It is suggested for those who would embark upon a year-long
commitment to begin using the Warm Ups section at least a week before
formal instruction begins.

This establishes a tone and rhythm necessary

for the demands placed upon students, many of whom have little
experience with writing under specific requirements.

Also, students

should be introduced to the writing format requirements and the standard
editing marks to be used throughout the program.
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It is suggested that the Mental Skill be taught first, then teach
the Writing Skills.

This will lay the foundation for students to use

when they are asked to produce a writing sample.

Once writing samples

are produced, a discussion and the use of the rubric should be heavily
emphasized as this develops analytic reading skills, exposes students to
the errors and examples of good writing by their peers and aids students
in recognizing pitfalls that they can avoid.
It is also recommended that the limited English proficient students
be involved in a similar manner as English language proficient students.
This author provided the instructional techniques for limited English
proficient student by giving the instructions in Spanish.

Language

per se can be a tool for learning, thinking and cognitive development
regardless of the language spoken by students.

As Diaz {1988) noted,

"Acquisition [language] is best attained in learning environments and
contexts that acknowledge communication and meaning as central to the
learning experience and that writing in the language skill that
provides the most complete access to these elements of language
development" {p.12).
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